An outrageous new comedy packed with laughs, mayhem and a little bit of horror!
Defiant Screen Entertainment is proud to present Office Uprising starring Brenton Thwaites, Karan Soni and
Zachary Levi.
Thwaites is Desmond, an underachiever working at Ammotech, a leading weapons manufacturer. But when his
co-workers are ‘weaponised’ by Zolt (an experimental energy drink being developed for the military) the office
turns into a war zone. Facing a horde of homicidal maniacs and a boss who’s even more mental than usual,
Desmond and an unlikely team of heroes set out to rescue his true love…and make it to the end of a killer day at
work!
Director Lin Oeding, who’s most recent feature was the 2018 Jason Momoa hit Braven, says he was
first approached about directing Office Uprising in October 2016. “I saw a concept video the writers had made,
the video was catchy, fun, and the concept for the movie intrigued me. I had always been a fan of the comedyhorror genre, and respected filmmakers who created entertaining movies in that world, like Edgar Wright, and
Sam Raimi, to name a few”, said Oeding.
“For those who have seen my short films, each is a different in style and tone. I looked at Office Uprising as
an opportunity to create something fun in the comedy-horror genre, which is a very difficult genre to execute. I
was also excited as it was as far as possible, tonally, from my prior feature film, Braven.
When he talks about the chaos of shooting the movie over just 20-days in Birmingham, Alabama, Oeding says, “It
was fun, and a wild rollercoaster of action, cut, growls, jokes, laughs, flying body parts, and lots of violence ...and
before we knew it, we were all back in LA before Christmas.”
Starring the heir to the new Pirates Of The Caribbean franchise, Brenton Thwaite’s star power is exploding. He is
currently the lead in the new DC Universe TV show Titans, and will soon be reprising his role from Maleficent for
the upcoming sequel. Co-starring with Thwaites is Zachary Levi and Karan Soni. Levi began his career playing the
title character in the hit TV series Chuck, and most recently playing the title lead Shazam! for Marvel. Karan Soni
is best known for his role as Dopinda in Deadpool 1 & 2.
Director Oeding commented, “I am excited to have been able to helm this Office Uprising, as it was a lot of fun
to make, and I hope you enjoy it as much as we did making it.”
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